Volleyball England
Beach Student Cup 2012

MEN'S RANKINGS:

1st: University of Southampton: Renato Silva / Andreas Savvidis
2nd: Cranfield University: Michal Orłowski / Giacomo Struzziero
3rd: Imperial College: Damien Nguyen / Raul Sanchez Galan
4th: Bournemouth University: Alex Clare / Edward Evans

5th: Southampton Solent University: Jakub Polomka / Ivan Vatolik
= Northumbria University: Kieran Sowden / Attila Berndt

7th: University of Birmingham: Carl Butcher / Anton Sariev
= Bournemouth University: Olly Batt / Lewie Lett

9th: University of Manchester: Jose Puello / Stefan Zenger
= King's College London: Johannes Menge / LA©o Cayeux
= Cardiff University: Ralph Buiser / Roberts Kurmis
= Cardiff University: Ross Molero / Alex Ward

13th: University of Brighton: Alaa Alsharif / John Garrard
= Petroc: Jack Constable / Tim Latcham
= Imperial College London: Dominik Nowatschin / Michal Fronek
= Northumbria University: Robert Nicholson / Stuey Jeanes

17th: University of Southampton: Nils Berglund / Adam Keeble
= University of East London: Dwain Bowman / Miroslav Gospodinov
= University of Leicester: Marios Papachristodoulou / Yue Li
= University of Warwick: Wojciech Źurowski / Gercek Budak
= University of Liverpool: James Cookson / Luigi Da Via
= Newcastle University: Alex Cadwallader / Simeon Genkov
= University of Warwick: David Hitchcock / Piotr Szwabowicz
= University of Southampton: Will Jenkins / Marco Papasizza

25th: Middlesex University: Stephen McMahon / Hagen Kals
= Newcastle University: Charles Cain / Michael Browne
= University of Westminster: Anderson Barreto / Yordan Vasilev
= University of Southampton: Stefan Malinov / Piotr Zdunek
= Cardiff University: Andrew Oakley / Phil Gibson
= Aston University: Michael Batko / Jeffrey Hung
= University of London Union (ULU): Yassen Yankov / Ori Lederman
= Newcastle University: Ahmed Al-Shafai / Ivans Ribakovs

33rd: Aston University: Arnold Ngang / Said Karimzad
= Cardiff University: Deyan Saev / Barny Benson
= Cranfield University: Artur Kopeczynski / Sefan Velikov
= Falmouth and Exeter Students Union: Ray Berry / Durian Willink
= King's College London: Dimitar Pavlov / Quazi Ahmed
= Middlesex University: Omar Baraky / Jamie King
= University of Leicester: Jonathan Yeo / Leo Wong

WOMEN'S RANKINGS:

1st: Northumbria University: Magda Ropiak / Luca Toth
2nd: Bath University: Jess Grimson / Lizzie Smith
3rd: King's College London: Irene Bucelli / Veronika Bednarova
4th: Bournemouth University: Gemma Beddows / Phoebe Jeffery

5th: Sussex University: Patricia Alejandra Calvo Fernandez / Daisy Moya Mumby
    = Portsmouth University: Magdalena Kowalska / Laure Mortaignie

7th: Bournemouth University: Corien van der Zijden / Els Claassen
    = Sussex University: Martina Aegerter / Clare McCormick

9th: Newcastle University: Andrea Lei / Sandra Fernandes-Machado
    = University of Bristol: Christina Hadjihambi / Victoria Barlow
    = Portsmouth University: Gemma Nicolle / Mun Yee Sin
    = Aston University: Tamara Modebadze / Marine Mellado Mellado

13th: Middlesex University: Angel Spence-Lewis / Sophia Cardoso
    = Aston University: Giulia Gillardetti / Victoria Torres
    = Middlesex University: Messaggi / Gulbinoviciute

MIXED FOURS:

1st: Aston Power Rangers: Michael Batko / Jeffrey Hung / Giulia Gillardetti / Victoria Torres
2nd: Cardiff: Laura Singleton / Steph Clarke / Nick Ward / Alex Ward